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Abstract—A novel method is presented to embed finite-
impulse-response filters in slow-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators.
This allows to adjust the electro-optic frequency response to the
designer’s needs. The filter is embedded by adding optical delay
lines and optical crossings between phase shifter segments. The
position of the delay lines and crossing in the modulator and the
delay line length determine the final response. In this work, we
provide a full analysis and modeling approach of the proposed
technique and apply it to a silicon photonic modulator. However,
the technique is generally applicable to slow-wave modulators
and thus not limited to a silicon photonics platform. The modeling
is verified using measurements on the manufactured devices. A
shaped modulator is used in C-band transmission experiments
with 56 Gb/s NRZ data over 3 km fiber to counteract chromatic
dispersion and show the advantage over a standard modulator.

Index Terms—High-Speed Optical Modulators, Mach-Zehnder
Modulators, Slow-wave Modulators, Silicon Photonics, FIR filters

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ever-increasing growth in network traffic drives
both industry and academia to push the capacity of

optical interconnects to support astounding datarates. The
last decade has proven that integrated photonic systems have
a key role to play in this evolution by allowing compact,
fast, innovative and cheap devices to be manufactured in
large volumes. The devices can be used both in externally
intensity-modulated/direct-detection (IM/DD) as well as co-
herent communication systems. Especially silicon photonic
systems gained a lot of interest. Thanks to the large refrac-
tive index difference between the silicon core and silicon
dioxide cladding, compact, low-loss structures are possible.
The compatibility with CMOS manufacturing lines provides
high-volume, high-yield and low-cost production while also
allowing easy integration with e.g. (Bi)CMOS driver circuits.

Three types of silicon optical modulators have gained par-
ticular interest: Mach-Zehnder modulators (MZMs) [1]–[10],
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electro-absorption modulators (EAMs) [11], [12] and micro-
ring modulators (MRMs) [13]. EAMs and MRMs offer a very
compact footprint and high bandwidth, which has led to recent
demonstrations at 112 and 128 Gb/s PAM4 [12], [13]. But
MRMs are challenging to bias and introduce significant chirp.
While EAMs require additional materials in the process, they
also do show wavelength dependency and cannot be easily
ported from C- to O-band. MZMs are typically larger and more
power consuming but they operate in both O- and C-band, are
easy to bias, can be made without additional materials, have
a higher linearity and are more suited for coherent communi-
cation. This makes them a popular choice as modulators.

Of the various physical mechanisms available to perform
modulation in silicon MZMs, the plasma dispersion effect is
most employed. It only requires doping the silicon waveguides.
Three modes can be used to introduce phase shift: carrier
injection, accumulation or depletion [14]. The latter is most
often used because of the straightforward manufacturability
and high-speed operation [15]. Note that by using other
materials, higher modulation efficiencies and bandwidths may
be obtained [8]–[10]. However, these approaches come at the
cost of pure CMOS compatibility.

A myriad of innovative solutions have been demonstrated
in recent years [1]–[7] to push the performance of silicon
MZMs. Since the electro-optic effect in silicon is rather weak,
long phase shifters are required [16]. Thus most high-speed
designs incorporate traveling-wave structures to reach high
bandwidths. The authors of [1] show that optimization of the
doping levels and PN-junction itself can be used to optimize
the bandwidth-Vπ trade-off, while [2] shows how termination
mismatch of the traveling wave electrode can be used to
enhance the electro-optic bandwidth. In [3] and [4], two PN-
junctions are placed in series between two electrodes to half
the load capacitance. This decreases the microwave attenuation
and enhances the bandwidth. The advantage of loading a
traveling-wave structure periodically with short phase-shifter
segments instead of continuous loading is demonstrated in
[5]. This technique leads to a so-called slow-wave modulator
which offers superior high-speed performance [5], [17]. A
very interesting approach is taken in [7]. Instead of using a
traveling-wave concept, the MZM is split into separate lumped
segments that are driven separately. The authors of [7] drive
the segments in such a way that a feed-forward equalizer (FFE)
structure is obtained to improve the modulator bandwidth.

We proposed a novel slow-wave modulator design using
carrier-depleted PN junctions in [18]. By careful analysis and
design, a finite-impulse response (FIR) filter can be integrated
in the structure. The frequency response of the FIR filter
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is applied onto the slow-wave modulator response allowing
a wide range of FIR filter shapes. This allows to enhance
the electro-optic bandwidth of the modulator or to introduce
peaking to counteract bandwidth limitations in the driver,
link or receiver. By adding FIR filters in the modulator,
equalization elsewhere in the link can be minimized or even
omitted. Making this technique very attractive for short-reach
datacenter interconnects. The FIR filter can be integrated
without introducing additional processing steps or by adjusting
the electrical operation of the modulator. While the technique
is demonstrated here on silicon photonics, it can be easily
ported to other technology platforms.

In section II, we analyze the slow-wave modulator structure
and explain how a FIR filter can be integrated in the structure.
In section III-A and III-B, we cover the design and simulation
of a standard and a shaped modulator. Electro-optic character-
ization of manufactured devices is covered in III-C. An optical
link experiment is described in section IV. Compared to our
previous work [18], we provide a full mathematical framework
for the analysis of this novel design and discuss in-depth how
this framework is used to design and simulate shaped slow-
wave modulators.

II. SLOW-WAVE MODULATOR AS FIR FILTER

We start from the standard slow-wave modulator design,
as described in [17] and [19]. A differential drive push-pull
MZM is chosen with series-push-pull (SPP) phase shifters to
separate high-speed operation from the junction bias voltage.
The electrodes are in a GSSG configuration as this provides
advantages in drive voltage, inter-device crosstalk and driver
integration [19], [20]. An example layout of such an MZM is
given in Fig. 1.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. (a) Layout of a differential drive push-pull MZM with SPP phase
shifters, a GSSG electrode configuration and on-chip termination. The PN-
junctions are biased using the B-line that does not carry any AC-signal. (b)
Simplified cross section of a segment with PN-doped rib waveguides.

A. Standard slow-wave modulator

A very convenient way to analyze the electro-optic response
of slow-wave modulators is provided by [17]. However, the
ABCD-matrix approach only operates on 2-port structures,
while a differential transmission line is modeled as a 4-port
structure. In [19], it is shown that a differential MZM that
is perfectly symmetrical and driven differentially can be fully
described using its differential transmission line parameters.
This simplifies the 4-port device to a 2-port device allowing
the ABCD-matrix formalism to be applied. Since the proposed
modulator structure from Fig. 1 is perfectly symmetrical and
will be driven differentially, this technique can be applied.
Converting the general MZM with N segments from Fig. 1 to
its electrical equivalent leads to the circuit in Fig. 2.

The transmission line differential characteristic impedance
and propagation factor are Zcdiff and γdiff . The pieces of trans-
mission line between adjacent phase shifter segments have
length L, while at the beginning and end of the first and last
segment the length is L/2. The differential source impedance,
source voltage and termination impedance are denoted ZSdiff ,
VSdiff and ZTdiff . Each phase shifter is modeled as an RC
series circuit RPNCPN. As they are placed in series, we find
RM and CM equal to 2×RPN and CPN/2 respectively. Note
that it is also possible to include more elaborate equivalent
circuits for the phase shifters.

Fig. 2. Equivalent electrical and optical circuit of the slow-wave modulator in
Fig. 1 with N segments. The electrical part only contains the differential mode
parameters. The transmission line segments have a characteristic impedance
Zcdiff and propagation factor γdiff . Both phase shifters are taken together in
the equivalent RC series network RMCM.

As described in [17] and [19], we can now use the ABCD-
matrix formalism to calculate the voltage over each CM. The
ABCD matrix TL of the L/2 piece of transmission line at the
input is given by [21]:(

Vin
Iin

)
=
(

cosh(γdiff
L
2 ) Zcdiff sinh(γdiff

L
2 )

Z−1
cdiff sinh(γdiff

L
2 ) cosh(γdiff

L
2 )

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

TL

(
V0

I0

)
(1)

Since the L/2 piece of transmission line at the output has the
same length, the ABCD matrix TT of that piece is equal to TL:(

VN−1

IN−1

)
= TL

(
VT
IT

)
= TT

(
VT
IT

)
(2)

Analogously, the ABCD matrix TC of the transmission lines
segment between the phase shifters is given by:(
Vn
In

)
=

(
cosh(γdiffL) Zcdiff sinh(γdiffL)

Z−1
cdiff sinh(γdiffL) cosh(γdiffL)

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

TC

(
Vn+1

In+1

)

(3)
To complete, the ABCD matrix of the impedance of the phase
shifters is given by [21]:

TM =

(
1 0(

RM + 1
sCM

)−1

1

)
(4)

With s = jωm and ωm the pulsation of the modulating signal.
The voltage at the nth segment can now be calculated by
cascading the ABCD matrices of the elements preceding that
specific segment, thus we find:(

Vin
Iin

)
= TL(TMTC)n

(
Vn
In

)
(5)
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With n from 0 to N-1. Note that a matrix inversion is required
to solve for Vn. Both the voltage and current at the input
terminal of the modulator can be derived as follows:

Vin =
Zin

ZSdiff + Zin
VSdiff Iin =

1

ZSdiff + Zin
VSdiff (6)

The input impedance Zin of the modulator can be derived
from the ABCD matrix of the full modulator:

Zin =
AtotZTdiff +Btot
CtotZTdiff +Dtot

(7)

With the ABCD matrix of the full modulator given by:(
Atot Btot
Ctot Dtot

)
= TL(TMTC)N−1TMTT (8)

Note that Vn is the voltage over the nth modulator segment. In
the phase shifter, the voltage over CM gives rise to the optical
phase shift. Thus the voltage divider RMCM needs to be taken
into account using the following transfer function:

V ′n =
1

1 + sRMCM
Vn (9)

Each phase shifter introduces the phase shift at a different
location on the modulator. To calculate the total introduced
phase shift, a reference location on the MZM should be chosen
at which all separate contributions can be combined. The most
obvious location is the last segment. Thus the phase shift
introduced in the nth segment has to travel through N-1-n
segments of physical length L with group index no. Since
the optical waveguides run parallel along the electrodes, the
physical distance between adjacent segments in the electrical
and optical domain is both L. This results in the following
delay correction factor:

V ′′n = V ′n exp(−jβo(N − 1 − n)L) (10)

With the propagation factor βo given by:

βo =
ωmno
c

(11)

The resulting voltage that introduces phase shift is then:

Vtot =
1

N

N−1∑
n=0

exp(−jβo(N − 1 − n)L)

1 + sRMCM
Vn (12)

Which is the same as found in [17]. The phase shift (in radians)
between both arms at the MZM output is now given by:

PStot = π
Vtot
Vπ

(13)

With Vπ calculated over the full MZM, not a single segment.
This total phase shift gives rise to the intensity modulation
at the output of the MZM. Using this analysis, the small-
signal electro-optic response of a slow-wave modulator can
be derived. Moreover, using some minor adjustments, a FIR
filter structure can be identified.

B. FIR filtering in slow-wave modulators

The equivalent electrical schematic from Fig. 2 can be
further abstracted. To be able to calculate the full phase shift
introduced by the segments, an additional delay correction
was introduced at the optical side. This delay is linked to the
distance in the optical domain between two adjacent segments.
In the electrical domain, a similar delay is present due to the
transmission lines. This delay is already accounted for in the
ABCD matrices. If we draw a block diagram of the modulator
that only includes these electrical and optical domain delays
and the phase shifters, we obtain Fig. 3. This diagram only
describes the behavior of one arm of the MZM, the other arm
is identical, but is driven by opposite signals such that opposite
phase shifts are introduced. Some simplifications were used for
this description: the transmission line segments are replaced by
fixed delays (no attenuation, perfectly matched to the source
impedance), the transmission lines are perfectly terminated (no
reflected waves) and each phase shifter introduces a frequency-
independent phase shift PS at its output. No simplifications are
carried out at the optical side: the optical delays are the same
as those derived in the previous section.

Fig. 3. Simplified block diagram of a single arm in a slow-wave modulator.

From this block diagram, the equivalency to a FIR filter
becomes apparent [22]. In a typical modulator design, the
velocity of the electrical and optical wave are matched such
that they simultaneously arrive at subsequent segments. In that
case, TE is equal to TO and the full phase shift is the sum of
all individual phase shifts. If no velocity match is achieved, a
delay factor TO-TE is present between subsequent segments.
Thus the total phase shift is given by:

PStot =
N−1∑
n=0

exp(−j(N − 1 − n)(TO − TE)ωm) · PS (14)

This transfer function consists of a sum of delays yielding the
well-known low-pass filtering due to velocity mismatch [6]. In
order to add fully controllable FIR filters, we need to create
’taps’ with a specific weight and delay [22]. Starting from a
velocity matched modulator, one can add an optical delay line
with delay TD between the mth and m + 1th phase shifter.
This yields the equivalent block diagram of Fig. 4. Note that
adding delay in the optical domain is preferred: the optical
waveguides have a smaller bend radius, lower losses and much
higher bandwidth than the transmission line electrodes.

As the modulator is velocity matched, all phase shifts
introduced before the delay TD can be added together to
obtain a total phase shift PS1 of (m+1)×PS. The same can
be done with all phase shifts introduced after the delay,
resulting in a total phase shift PS2 equal to (N-m-1)×PS.
At the transition between the mth and (m + 1)

th segments,
a net delay of TO+TD-TE is introduced. Since TE=TO, this
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Fig. 4. Simplified block diagram of a velocity matched modulator (TE=TO)
where an additional optical delay line is incorporated between the mth and
m+ 1th segments.

simplifies to TD. When observed at the output, PS2 directly
contributes to PStot while PS1 experiences an additional delay
of TD, this results in the following total phase shift:

PStot = (N − m − 1)PS + (m + 1)PS · exp(−jTDωm) (15)

This corresponds to a z-domain representation of a FIR filter
by substituting z = exp(jTDωm):

PStot = (N − m − 1)PS + (m + 1)PS · z−1 (16)

By tuning the position m of the optical delay line, the relative
tap coefficients can be set. Tuning the length of the optical
delay line changes TD. Note that multiple optical delay lines
can be added to create higher order transfer functions. The
optical delay line should be inserted in both arms of the MZM.

However, only positive coefficients can be made this way.
By using negative coefficients in FIR filters, peaking in the
frequency response can be introduced. Note that the proposed
block diagrams only describe the behavior of one arm. As
the modulator is symmetrical and driven differentially, the
other arm introduces exactly the opposite phase shift (optical
delay lines should be introduced in both arms). By crossing
the optical waveguides of both arms while keeping the elec-
trodes unaltered, negative coefficients can be achieved. This is
demonstrated in the block diagram of Fig. 5 where a crossing
between the arms and a delay line in each arm are inserted
between the mth and (m + 1)

th segments. Low-loss, low-
cross-talks crossings are available in silicon photonics [23].

Fig. 5. Simplified block diagram of both arms of a velocity matched modu-
lator (TE=TO) where an additional crossing and delay line are incorporated
between the mth and m+ 1th segments.

We now determine the phase shift PStot at the output of
the top arm. All phase shifts introduced after the crossing can
still be added together to obtain a total phase shift PS2 of
(N-m-1)×PS. Before the crossing, the individual phase shifts
can also be added, but because of the crossing, the sign is

inverted. This yields a negative phase shift PS1 for the top
arm of -(m+1)×PS. So we obtain:

PStot = (N − m − 1)PS − (m + 1)PS · z−1 (17)

The crossing and delay lines introduce additional delays. This
had to be adjusted to obtain the same delay as when only a
delay line without crossing is inserted between two segments.
Similar to the delay-line-only case, the position of the crossing
determines the tap weights while the length of the delay
line determines TD. Furthermore, the delay from Fig. 4 and
crossing from Fig. 5 can be used on different locations to
obtain higher-order transfer functions with both positive and
negative taps. The maximal order transfer function is limited
to the number of segments minus one, the sum of the absolute
values of the tapweights will always be equal to the total
number of segments and the smallest value in which a tap
can be adjusted is one over the number of taps.

As outlined at the beginning of this subsection, several
simplifications were used in this block diagram approach. We
can now adjust Eq. (12) from subsection II-A to incorporate
the FIR filtering without the simplifications. For each segment,
an additional phase factor is required to account for the added
optical delay between that segment and the last segment, as
the reference position to combine all phase shifts is this last
segment. An additional sign is required to account for the
arm in which the phase shift was introduced. We obtain the
following adjusted equation:

Vtot = 1
N

∑N−1
n=0

exp(−jβo(N−1−n)L−jTdD(n))
1+sRMCM

(−1)C(n)Vn
(18)

with D(n) and C(n) the number of delay lines and crossing
that follow on the nth segment. Note that each crossing also
includes a delay line. We assume all delay lines to have the
same delay TD. The total induced phase shift (in radians)
between both arms can still be calculated using Eq. (13).

III. DESIGN OF A SHAPED SLOW-WAVE MODULATOR

A slow-wave modulator operating in the C-band is designed
on imec’s iSiPP50G technology platform [24] to validate the
concept, the electro-optic modeling and the design procedure.
The electrical characteristics of both the transmission line
pieces and the phase shifters have been simulated using ADS
Momentum. Those simulation results are combined afterwards
to obtain the electro-optic response of the slow-wave modula-
tor. First, we will briefly discuss the design of the standard
modulator, then we will apply and analyze the FIR filter
technique.

A. Standard slow-wave modulator design

Using ADS Momentum, a piece of differential transmission
line was simulated. The S-parameters from this simulation are
exported to extract the differential characteristic impedance
and differential propagation factor. From this, the ABCD
matrices of all transmission line segments can be derived for
an arbitrary length. The length of the electrodes can be easily
adjusted afterwards without having to resimulate, the other
dimensions are fixed when simulating in ADS. To incorporate
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the phase shifter with the cross section given in Fig. 6(a),
the impedance can be measured and fitted on the equivalent
electrical circuit of Fig. 6(b). However, as no measurement
was available in our case, a phase shifter with the cross section
of Fig. 6(a) was simulated using ADS Momentum. The doped
layers are modeled as conductors, the conductivity is provided
in the platform documentation. As the simulator cannot fully
model a carrier-depleted PN-junction, the depletion region is
modeled as a gap between the P and N doped layers which
is filled with silicon dioxide. The width of the gap is adjusted
to obtain the correct junction capacitance for a certain reverse
bias voltage. This junction capacitance is also provided in the
platform documentation. The gap behaves like a parallel plate
capacitor, as the width (40-60 nm for a reverse bias between
0 and 2 V) is typically much lower than the height of the
doped layers (220 nm). The dimensions of the doped layers are
identical to the default phase shifter as provided in the process
design kit (PDK). The impedance found in the ADS simulation
is fitted onto the equivalent electrical network from Fig. 6(b).
Where Ls is the contacting inductance, CP resembles parallel
capacitance over the phase shifter, RPN and CPN resemble
the resistance towards the PN-junction and the actual junction
capacitance, CBOX the buried oxide capacitance and RSUB

the substrate resistance. This equivalent network is combined
with the transmission line parameters to calculate the full slow-
wave modulator response. Note that Eq. (4) and Eq. (9) should
be adjusted to accommodate the network of Fig. 6(b).

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. (a) Cross section of the simulated segment with the SPP phase shifters.
(b) Equivalent electrical schematic for the cross-section in (a).

The phase shifter with the cross section of Fig. 6 is
simulated with a length of 100, 150 and 200 µm in ADS.
Each time a fit with the equivalent network has been made. For
a fixed gap width (i.e. fixed reverse bias voltage), CP, RPN,
CPN, CBOX, RSUB were proportional to the segment length
and Ls was independent on segment length. This allows to
optimize the segment length based on the developed equivalent
network without having to resimulate the segment in ADS.

The unloaded transmission lines and segments were com-
bined and transmission line dimensions and segment length
were optimized to obtain a high-bandwidth modulator with
a matched input: a differential characteristic impedance of
100 Ω, minimal attenuation and a phase index close to 4.26, to
velocity match the electrical and optical wave. The group index
of the C-band optical waveguide is 4.26. Furthermore, there
should be sufficient place between two subsequent segments
to insert the delay and crossing. In our case, this is at least
75 µm. The optimal dimensions for both the traveling-wave
electrodes and the phase shifter segments are shown in Fig. 7.
The PN-junctions are simulated for a reverse bias voltage of 0
and 2 V. For the optimization, we assume a reverse bias of 2 V.

The phase shifter segments are 175 µm long and have

Fig. 7. Dimensions of segments and traveling-wave electrodes of the
modulator. All dimensions are in µm.

a pitch of 250 µm, this provides a tradeoff between mod-
ulation efficiency, characteristic impedance, attenuation and
refractive index. Shorter segments result in a higher charac-
teristic impedance and lower attenuation, but also a worse
modulation efficiency. The simulated characteristic impedance
of the loaded transmission line is around 75 Ω, as shown in
Fig. 8. While this is lower than the intended 100 Ω differential
impedance, when properly terminated this will still yield a low
reflection coefficient. The phase index of the electrical signal
is close to the group index of the optical signal, being 4.26.

Fig. 8. Differential characteristic impedance, microwave attenuation and phase
index of the slow-wave modulator with the electrode layout of Fig. 7.

For the standard slow-wave modulator design, we chose a
modulator with 10 segments. Thus the total modulator length is
2.5 mm of which 1.75 mm effective phase shifters. The VπLπ
of the phase shifters is 24.6 V.mm at a reverse bias of 2 V at
1550 nm, resulting in a Vπ of 14 V. The optical attenuation
of the phase shifters is 1.5 dB/mm, thus a total insertion loss
of 2.6 dB is expected. Given the characteristic impedance of
75 Ω, a differential termination impedance of 70 Ω is chosen.
The simulated electro-optic response of this configuration is
given in Fig. 10 (”Standard” curve). The 3 dB bandwidth is
30.6 GHz and the simulated input reflection coefficient (for a
100 Ω source impedance) is below -15 dB up to 50 GHz.

B. Embedding FIR filtering
As explained in section II-B, by adding optical delay lines

and crossings between subsequent phase shifting segments, a
FIR filter can be created. An implementation of how such
a delay line and crossing can be implemented is shown in
Fig. 9. The delay lines are implemented using the PDK
strip waveguides. The C-band waveguides have a low loss
of 0.14 dB/mm. The PDK crossings feature 0.3 dB insertion
loss and -30 dB crosstalk. Remark that no other changes are
required, thus the electrical part of the modulator is untouched.

In order to demonstrate the effect of the FIR filter, the slow-
wave modulator designed in the previous section is adapted.
The simulated electro-optic response for the standard mod-
ulator and modulator with the crossing on various positions
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(a) (b)

Optical Delay Line Optical Delay Line Crossing

Fig. 9. (a) Implementation of a delay line between two segments, (b)
implementation of a delay line and crossing between to segments.

is given in Fig. 10(a). In all three cases, the delay line
length is 500 µm, which is equivalent to 7 ps. Using the
block-diagram approach of section II-B, we can derive the
transfer function for the various crossing positions. When
the crossing is between the 1st-2nd, 2nd-3rd and 3rd-4th

segments, the transfer functions are respectively 9PS−PS·z−1,
8PS− 2PS · z−1, 7PS− 3PS · z−1. Thus placing the crossing
further down the modulator increases the negative tap in the
FIR filter, which results in more peaking but also a lower DC-
response. This is confirmed in the simulation of Fig. 10(a).
By adjusting the delay line length, the peaking frequency can
be shifted. This is demonstrated in Fig. 10(b). The crossing is
placed between the 2nd-3rd segments and the delay length is
swept from 250 µm to 1000 µm. All electro-optic responses in
Fig. 10(b) have been normalized at 1 GHz to ease comparison.
By increasing the delay line length, the peaking frequency
drops as expected. By adjusting the crossing position and the
delay line length, both the amount of peaking and the peaking
frequency can be controlled.

(a) (b)

Fig. 10. (a) Simulated electro-optic response for the standard modulator, for
a crossing between the 1st-2nd, 2nd-3rd and 3rd-4th segments (delay line
length 500 µm). (b) Normalized Electro-optic response of the modulator with
crossing between the 2nd-3rd segments for various lengths of delay line. All
simulations assume a reverse bias of 2 V.

A popular way to enhance the bandwidth of traveling wave
modulators is by lowering the termination impedance [2]. To
compare with our technique, we have simulated the standard
modulator and the modulator with a crossing between the
1st-2nd segment. Both the FIR filter technique as well as
lowering the termination impedance impose a penalty on
the modulation efficiency. To compare, we have lowered the
termination impedance of the standard modulator from 70 Ω
to 46 Ω in order to obtain the same penalty as placing a
crossing between the 1st-2nd segment. The resulting electro-
optic responses are shown in Fig. 11(a). With the crossing and
optimized delay line (750 µm), the electro-optic bandwidth is
43.7 GHz, compared to 42.9 GHz with the lower termination
impedance. Both cases provide a significant improvement
compared to the original standard modulator (30.6 GHz).

However, the response obtained by lowering the termination
impedance shows 1.5 dB peaking, while the response obtained
by FIR filtering is much smoother. Moreover, by adjusting the
termination impedance, the input impedance of the modulator
shows significant variation (> 25%), see Fig. 11(b). This
complicates integration with a driver while also affecting the
driver performance. If even higher bandwidths are required,
the FIR filter technique can be easily adjusted while lowering
the termination impedance will lead to excessive peaking and
variations in input impedance.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. (a) Electro-optic response for the standard modulator, modulator with
a crossing between the 1st-2nd segments and standard modulator with lower
termination(b) Input impedances of the modulators used in (a). All simulations
assume a reverse bias of 2 V.

In our technique, the accuracy of the tap weights and
number of taps are limited by the number of segments.
Furthermore, the filter is fixed in the layout. Electrical feed-
forward equalizers can provide high accuracy tap weights,
scale better to more taps and are reconfigurable. However,
as the FIR filters are integrated in the modulators, they can
take over the electrical equalization partially or completely
in certain cases to provide a power and area-efficient way of
equalization.

C. Final designs and electro-optic characterization
Two designs have been manufactured in imec’s iSiPP50G

platform [24], both are shown in Fig. 12(a). The stan-
dard design and a shaped design which includes a cross-
ing between the 3rd-4th segments and a delay between
the 4th-5th segments. The realized transfer function is
6PS + PS · z−1 − 3PS · z−2, while the delay line length is
500 µm (7 ps). The simulated electro-optic responses are
shown in Fig. 12(b). The 3 dB bandwidth of the standard
modulator is 30.6 GHz. The shaped modulator introduces
4.8 dB peaking at 25.7 GHz.

(a) (b)

Standard

Shaped

Crossing Delay Lines

Fig. 12. (a) Layout of the fabricated designs (b) Simulated electro-optic
response of the designs in (a) for a reverse bias of 2V.

The manufactured devices are shown in Fig. 13, both feature
the GSSG driving scheme, the separate biasing line for the PN-
junctions, the 70 Ω on-chip termination (OCT) and thermo-
optic heaters to bias the modulator at the quadrature point.
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The insets show the details of the crossing and delay lines.
As these were partially hidden below the metal, a view of the
designed layout is given.

Standard

Shaped

G

G

S
S

OCT

Delay LinesCrossing

G

G

S
S

Fig. 13. Micrograph of the layout of both modulators with an inset of the
crossing and delay.

The measured Vπ at a reverse bias of 1 and 2 V is
respectively 11.8 and 14.0 V for the standard modulator, while
being 29.6 and 35.1 V respectively for the shaped design.
From the FIR transfer function, it can be observed that only 4
segments are actually contributing in DC instead of 10. This
results in a Vπ that is 2.5 times higher. Note that if a lower
negative tapweight is used, the Vπ penalty will be lower. The
insertion loss at a reverse bias of 1 and 2 V is respectively 2.6
and 2.5 dB for the standard modulator while being 3.1 and
3.0 dB respectively for the shaped modulator. The additional
insertion loss of the shaped modulator is attributed to the delay
lines and the crossings.

The measured electro-optic response of the standard and
shaped modulator at a reverse bias of 0 and 2 V is given
in Fig. 14. The agreement between the simulations and mea-
surements is good. Only for the standard modulator at lower
frequencies, there is some deviation. We expect that this is
caused by the termination impedance that is slightly higher
than expected, causing this additional ripple and roll-off in the
low-GHz region. Increasing the termination impedance from
70 Ω to 90 Ω in simulation results in a much better fit. The
bandwidth of the standard modulator is 21 GHz at 0 V and
25.1 GHz at 2 V reverse bias. The shaped modulator has 3.2
dB peaking at 23.2 GHz at 0 V reverse bias and 4.8 dB peaking
at 23.8 GHz at 2 V reverse bias.

(a) (b)

Fig. 14. Measured and simulated electro-optic response of the standard
modulator (a) and the shaped modulator (b). The EO-response of the standard
modulator is normalized to 0 dB at DC, all other EO responses are referenced
to this response.

IV. TRANSMISSION EXPERIMENT

To finalize, we briefly go through a C-band transmission
experiment using 56 Gb/s non-return-to-zero (NRZ) data
(PRBS 215-1) and compare the performance of the standard
and shaped design. Due to the bandwidth limitation imposed
by chromatic dispersion, it is expected that the shaped design
will have a lower bit-error-rate (BER) in the dispersion limited
case. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 15.

EDFA

24 dB

CW

Laser

PC
MZM-under-test

PIC

AWG

VOA
VOA

24 dB

SSMF
PD 11 dB

DEMUX

BERT

DSO

OF

Fig. 15. Experiment setup for the transmission experiment. CW: continuous-
wave laser, PC: polarization controller, AWG: arbitrary waveform generator,
VOA: variable optical attenuator, OF: optical filter, DSO: digital sampling
oscilloscope, BERT: bit error rate-tester

A laser is set to emit 13 dBm of power at 1550 nm. The light
is sent into the PIC through a polarization sensitive grating
coupler, a polarization controller is used to minimize the
insertion loss. The AWG generates a differential NRZ signal,
the amplifiers boost this to 4 Vpp,diff for a 100 Ω differential
load. The simulated input impedance of our MZM is around
70 Ω, thus the voltage at the input of the modulator will be
around 3.3 Vpp,diff . The average power launched into the fiber
is around 1 dBm. The 12 dB insertion loss is caused by the
grating couplers (2x3 dB), the modulator biased at quadrature
(3 dB) and the insertion loss of the phase shifters (3 dB).
Fiber reaches of 0, 2 and 3 km were used. A VOA before the
EDFA is used to control the input power. The EDFA, optical
filter (1.2 nm BW), VOA and 70 GHz photodiode (PD) act as
a reference receiver. The signal is sent to a DSO to capture
the eye diagrams, or demuxed into 2x28 Gb/s of which one
stream is used for BER analysis. The 11 dB linear, broadband
amplifier with 67 GHz bandwidth is used to amplify the signal
before demuxing.

In Fig. 16, we have cascaded the measured electro-optic
response of the modulators with the analytical transfer function
of a chromatic dispersive channel from [25]. The dispersion
parameter used for the simulation was 17 ps/(nm.km) at
1550 nm, fiber loss was omitted to ease the comparison. At
the Nyquist frequency of the 56 Gb/s signal, thus 28 GHz, the
response of the standard modulator cascaded with 3 km fiber
has dropped 10 dB with respect to the DC value. While the
response of the shaped modulator and 3 km fiber only dropped
by 3 dB with respect to its corresponding DC value, thanks
to the additional peaking.

(a) (b)

Fig. 16. Cascade of the measured electro-optic response of the modulator and
the simulated fiber channel (0, 2 and 3 km fiber) for the standard modulator
(a) and the shaped modulator (b). The EO-response of the standard modulator
is normalized to 0 dB at DC, all other EO responses are referenced to this
response. The modulators were biased at 0 V.

The measured eye diagrams and BER measurements for
the standard and shaped modulator over 0, 2 and 3 km fiber
are shown in Fig. 17(a) and (b). The average optical receive
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power is measured at the input of the EDFA. The reverse
bias was 0.5 V to optimize the extinction ratio. As could
be expected, the eyes of the shaped modulator are smaller
due to the lower modulation efficiency, but they do show
more peaking resulting in a cleaner eye after 3 km fiber. This
is also observed in the BER measurements: at low optical
receive powers, the link is noise limited such that the standard
modulator has a better BER. The power penalty between the
standard and shaped modulator without fiber (0 km) is slightly
higher than 4 dB at a BER of 3.8×10−3. At these low powers,
the BER is dominated by the SNR and not by ISI. As the
noise is identical in both cases, this 4 dB difference can be
traced back to the 4 dB (factor 2.5) difference in Vπ between
the standard and shaped modulator. At higher optical receive
powers and longer fiber reaches (2 and 3 km), the peaking of
the shaped modulator results in a significantly better BER.

Used in paper

(a) (b)

3.8e-3

4.2e-4

Fig. 17. (a) Measured eye diagrams at 56 Gb/s NRZ, (b) corresponding BER
measurements as a function of average receive power.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described how FIR filters can be embedded
in slow-wave Mach-Zehnder modulators by adding optical
delay lines and optical crossings between phase shifter seg-
ments. The technique proposed in [18] was further elaborated
and analyzed in this work. The proposed technique does not
require any changes to the electrical part of the modulator,
nor does it require additional processing. Simulation models
were devised to analyze and design shaped slow-wave MZM
designs. Various cases were considered and compared to show
how the response of the modulator could be optimized. A
standard and shaped MZM were designed in imec’s iSiPP50G
silicon photonic platform to verify the modeling approach.
Finally, a C-band transmission experiment with 56 Gb/s NRZ
data over 3 km fiber was conducted to compare a standard
and shaped modulator. The shaped modulator was designed
to introduce peaking in order to counteract the bandwidth
limitation of the fiber chromatic dispersion. Eye diagrams and
BER measurements show the advantage of adding shaping in
the MZM.
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